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I. Safety cautions for YZB-120ⅡPower Unit
1. Personnel safety instructions during operation and maintenance

1.1Keep away from pressure hose and its connection, avoiding oil spillage caused
by the hose’s sudden fall-out and blast-out .

1.2Never allow hydraulic hose connection-repairing works during running of the
power unit.

1.3Remember to shut off power supply while replacing parts.
2.Equipment safety instructions during operation and maintenance.

2.1Grounding device should be installed for the electric supply for the power unit.
2.2Check all connections for leaking, if any, stop the unit and repair.
2.3Check pressure gauge for normal working. Gauge reading and stability of dial
can show wave status of pressure and flow. If abnormity occurs, stop the unit and
repair.

II. Introduction on YZB-120ⅡPower Uint
1. Usage

YZB-120Ⅱ hydraulic power unit supplies the power with 16.6MPa maximum flow
and 120L/min flow rating for wellhead tools.
2.Brief working principle

Refer to Fig.1 for working principle of YZB-
120Ⅱpower unit.

YZB-120 Ⅱ power unit mainly involves
main electric machine (1), manual variable
plunger pump(2), relief valve(3), pressure
filter(4), pressure gauge switch(5), shock-proof
gauge(6), return filter (7) and reservoir(8).

After starting the electric motor(1), it will
drive plunger pump(2) to rotate and form
pressure oil flow. The flow goes through filter(4) and pressure port P to working tools.
Then return from return port T and go through return filter (7) back to reservoir(8).
Pressure value at pressure port P can be adjusted through relief valve(3). Turn on
pressure gauge switch(5), and pressure at port P may be shown from shock-proof
pressure gauge (6). Three O ports on the above drawing are drain ports.

3.System combination
YZB-120Ⅱ hydraulic power unit includes paper filter, pressure gauge, gauge

switch, relief valve and motor-pump group.

Fig. 1 YZB-120ⅡWorking Principle



4.Technical parameters
4.1Specifications for the unit

Maximum working pressure
Rated flow
Useful volume

16.6MPa
120L/min
587L

Overall dimensions 1550mm*1050mm*1130mm
Weight 1300kg
Pressure oil-out joint size M30*1.5(C)
Return joint size M42*2(D)

4.2Ex-proof motor

Model YB2-225S-4-B35 Power 37Kw
Voltage 380V Frequency 50Hz Speed 1480rpm

4.3Aixal plunger pump
Model JG125SCY14-1BF
Discharge 125ml/r Pressure 31.5Mpa Speed 1500r/min

5.YZB-120ⅡOutside Drawing（Fig 2.）



Fig.2 Outside Drawing of YZB-120ⅡPower Unit

III. Installation
1. Preparation work

Check the outside carefully whether it is complete or damaged. Screw tight the
external parts and accessories to avoid parts loosening during shipment.
2. Installation instructions

2.1 After removing the power unit nearby the drill floor, swing tools must be fixed on
the portable device of the machine for the swing to protect the power unit.

2.2 Electric power source of the unit must have the ground device to ensure the



safety of people and equipments.
3. Installation steps

Choose a draughty place within 10m away from the wellhead tools to put the power
unit. (The control box for the power unit operated by driller also should be within 10
meters from the power unit). Install the power supply for the power unit(the main
electric motor is Y-△ start).

4. Check after installation
4.1 Check the power unit if placing stable and its location if in right distance with the

console and hydraulic tools.
4.2 Check the power supply if equipped with ground device.

IV. Commissioning
1. Preparation work

1.1Connect hoses between the power unit and the console or hydraulic tools.
(Pressure hose, return hose, and drain hose).

1.2 Connect the power supply for the power unit.
2.Commissioning steps

2.1 Swich on the power supply and press the start button. Check the rotation of
motor if correct (rotation of motor-pump should be the same with the tag on the pump
indicated).

2.2 Start the motor and make the oil pump working normally. Check the pressure
gauge reading for normal running of the power unit.

2.3Check all connections whether leaking.

V. Dismounting
5.1 Swich off and remove the main power supply.
5.2 Dismantle the hoses between the power unit and console or hydraulic tools

(Pressure hose, return hose, and drain hose). Collect the remaining oil from all
connections (including the line joints) with the container to avoid pollution. Screw the
guard cup on the connections.

5.3 Lift the power unit to the appointed place.

VI. Operation instructions
1. Requirements on operators.

1.1Operators should be familiar with the usage and performance of the power unit.
1.2Operators should master the functions and adjusting ways for the relief valves.

2. Mandatory requirements on operation
2.1Make sure the rotation of motor the same with the required of pump, then it can

start working normally.
2.2Make sure the oil level within the oil pointer in the power unit.
2.3.Make sure the line-connections between the power unit and hydraulic tools



correct and without the sudden kink.
3.Operating instructions

3.1 The handle at the plunger pump is used to adjust the system flow, and it has
been set prior to delivery. Do not adjust again.

3.2 The relief valve is to control the system pressure and functions as safety valve.
Do not adjust the pressure over 16.6Mpa. Never allow to set the relief valve at dead
point, or it will cause jam and burnout of the motor.

VII. Maintenance
1. Maintenance

1.1Regularly check the relief valve for normal running.
1.2Often check the hoses surface between the power unit and hydraulic tools for

cracking or damaged, the joints for loosening and the main cables for complete.
1.3Check the bolts mounted the motor-pump if loosening. If any, stop the unit and

tighten, ensuring co-axial of the motor and plunger pump.
1.4Check oil lever inside the reservoir. It is recommended to use anti-abrade oil

YB-N32 and YB-N46. It is choice to use YC-N32 or YC-N46 low-freezing oil under -25℃
environment. If oil temperature is too low or too dense, find a way to heat the oil,
avoiding low-oil damaging the pump.

1.5Replace the hydraulic oil after long use of the power unit or dirty oil caused by
damaged filter. Replace filter element to ensure oil clean.

1.6During summer or on high-temperature area, hydraulic oil should not be over 75
℃.

1.7Normally replace the oil once a year. Do remember to prevent entry of water or
dirties into oil.

1.8Shut off power supply when not in use. For long time out of service of the power
unit, remove out the power supply and hydraulic hoses. Drain off oil in the reservoir, and
clean filter. Screw guard caps on connections and apply grease on valve handles.

2. Trouble shooting
No. Troubles Reasons Solutions

1
Oil not out
from pump

1：Motor rotation wrong
2：Reservoir oil too low
3：Suction line leaking
4：Oil viscosity too high

1：Chance motor rotation
2：Add oil to pointer 3：
Repair suction line
4：Replace with low viscosity oil

2

No pressure
or not
enough
pressure

1：Relief valve core jammed
2： Relief valve set too low
pressure
3：System leaking too high
4: Pump inside worn or
damaged

1：Dismantle relief valve or
replace.
2：Increase pressure 3：
Repair system 4：Repair
or replace pump



3
Few
displacement

1：Relief valve not shut tight
2：Tooleaking inside pump or
variable head jammed

1：Clean the valve or replace
2：Repair or replace pump

4 Over loud
voice of
pump

1：Too low oil level 2：
Co-axial of motor and
pump not ok.
3：Suction hose leaking 4：
Too low temperature of oil 5：
Too high viscosity of oil or
much bubble in oil

1：Add oil to pointer
2：Adjust co-axial motor-pump
3：Repair suction line
4：Start heater
5：Replace with low viscosity oil

5
Over heat of
system

1：Too few use of oil for tools
or load run when idle
2：Too high viscosity 3：
Return pressure too high or
return filter jammed
4：Long time no-stop running

1：Do remember to avoid this
action
2：Decrease oil viscosity 3：
Repair return oil or replace
return filter core.
4：Stop the unit to cool

6 Polluted oil.

1：Use of expired oil 2：
Deteriorated oil due to long
time high-temp use
3：Filter element damaged

1：Replace oil 2：
Replace new oil
3：Replace filter core and carry
on low pressure circle

VIII. Storage and transportation of the power unit
1.Pay attention to the lifting points when shipping the power unit. Keep it level.
2.Remain the surface of the power unit clean and complete prior to storage. Keep it

in a dry place and cover with cloth.
3.Do not impact and damage the power unit during shipping.
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